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While there was plenty of choice on the Home Economics Higher Level paper, there was no escaping the compulsory question and this was the one that “threw students”.
Loads of choice on Home Economics, but compulsory question 'threw students'
CLAT 2021 examination dates will be announced soon by the Consortium of National Law Universities. Check last year's question paper and other important details.
CLAT 2021: Check last year's question paper to score good marks
While there was plenty of choice on the home economics Higher Level paper, there was no escaping the compulsory question, and this was the one that “threw students”, teacher Margaret Kinsella said.
Plenty of choice, but compulsory question ‘threw students’
A Q&A with economic historian Peter Lindert on the surprising evidence about how social-welfare spending affects economic growth.
The Big Question: Does the Welfare State Make Countries Richer?
Instead of pulling down GDP, it is better to look at a broader set of variables to get a more nuanced understanding of people s wellbeing.
ExplainSpeaking: In defence of GDP as a measure of economic growth
Recently an examination question paper from IIT Goa (EE 233, Analogue Circuits) went viral. The 70 marks question paper had the following questions: 1.Prepare the question of 60 marks from the ...
Ask the right questions
Tax bills almost always force Congress to think about how to define income, but President Biden’s campaign promise to never raise taxes for those ...
Biden’s Tax Plan May Make Congress Come to Grips With The Question: What Is Income?
That means less productivity and a lower standard of living.” This quote isn’t only directed at each American, it is even more critical businesses and communities understand this as well. I am going ...
The impact of national economics on local communities
Ever hear of the Cleveland Fed's median CPI? Trust me, every kid sitting at the FOMC table is glued to this indicator.
The Week Ahead, Protectionism, Software Stocks, Economics 102, Bond Investment
The COVID-19 pandemic and recession provide numerous examples of how economic concepts and lessons are everywhere. You decide what we can learn.
COVID-19 taught us many harsh economic lessons – but will we apply them?
"The big mystery about plankton is what controls its distribution and abundance, and what conditions lead to big plankton blooms," said Dennis McGillicuddy, Senior Scientist and Department Chair in ...
Papers explore massive plankton blooms with very different ecosystem impacts
Not all Americans expect to count on Social Security in their old age — and this confusion could cost them. The trust funds that support Social Security are on track to run out of money in the next 15 ...
‘Will Social Security be there when I retire?’ Confusion about this question is hindering saving for young people
A bomb scare outside the house of a prominent businessman in Mumbai and the subsequent murder of a Thane resident saw the National Investigation Agency (NIA) arrest assistant police inspector Sachin ...
The Antilia bomb scare aftermath begs the question of how do we separate policing from politics in modern times, says Presley Thomas
PANAJI: An IIT-Goa question paper which asked students to frame their own questions and then answer them has gone viral online, eliciting a vast array of wisecracks from netizens across the globe ...
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IIT-Goa asks students to frame own question paper
In a paper published today — World Bee Day — in the Annual Review of Resource Economics, a team of researchers at UC ... disease and other concerns in colonies call into question the resilience of the ...
Economics of Pollination
See allHide authors and affiliations We use publicly available data to show that published papers in top psychology, economics, and general interest ... Another interesting question that should be ...
Nonreplicable publications are cited more than replicable ones
The University of Maryland (UMD) co-published a new review paper in the Annual Review of Resource Economics to examine ... concerns in colonies call into question the resilience of the managed ...
UMD collaborates across disciplines to characterize the economics and value of pollination
The unemployment data continue to disappoint. Despite higher-than-expected wage data, most of the outsized wage gains were in the low wage Leisure/Hospitality sector, the sector hardest hit by the ...
Employment Shortages, Spiking Wages, And The New (Toilet Paper) Hoarding Syndrome
I believe Kevin Brady was correct when he said, “Inflation destroys savings, impedes planning, and discourages investment. That means less productivity and a lower standard of living”. This quote isn’ ...
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